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Abstract

The instrumental variable (IV) design has a long-standing tradition as an approach for unbiased
evaluation of the e¤ect of an exposure in the presence of unobserved confounding. The IV approach is also well developed to account for covariate measurement error or misclassi…cation in
regression analysis. In this paper, the authors study the instrumental variable approach in the
context of regression analysis with an outcome missing not at random, also known as nonignorable
missing outcome. An IV for a missing outcome must satisfy the exclusion restriction that it is
not independently related to the outcome in the population, and that the IV and the outcome are
correlated in the observed sample only to the extent that both are associated with the missingness
process. Therefore, a valid IV must predict a person’s propensity to have an observed outcome,
without directly in‡uencing the outcome itself. Under an additional assumption that the magnitude of selection bias is independent of the IV, it is shown that the population regression in
view is nonparametrically identi…ed. For inference, we propose to …t in a complete-case analysis,
the regression of interest, modi…ed to include an additional covariate carefully constructed as a
function of the IV to account for selection bias. The approach is developed for the identity, log
and logit link functions, and a sensitivity analysis technique is also described which allows one to
assess the extent to which a violation of the identifying assumption might a¤ect inference. For
illustration, the methods are used to account for selection bias induced by HIV testing refusal in
the evaluation of HIV prevalence in the Zambian Demographic and Health Surveys.
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The instrumental variable (IV) approach typically refers to a set of methods used to recover, under
certain assumptions, an unbiased estimate of the causal e¤ect of an exposure in the presence of
unobserved confounding (Wright,1928, Golderberger, 1972, Robins, 1994, Angrist et al, 1996,
Heckman, 1997). Instrumental variable methods are also available for regression analysis with
mismeasured or misclassi…ed covariates (Amemiya, 1985, Schennach, 2007, Carroll et al, 2006, Hu,
2008, Buonaccorsi, 2010). Another complication of regression analysis is that the outcome may be
unobserved for a subset of the sample. In such settings, the missing data mechanism is said to be
not at random, or nonignorable when it depends on the underlying value of the missing outcome
upon adjusting for fully observed covariates (Little and Rubin, 2002).
To ground ideas, consider a study of sexual behavior in India using data from the MEASURE
DHS (Demographic and Health Surveys) project which administered nationally-representative,
household-based surveys on HIV knowledge, attitudes, and behavior. These surveys were conducted with face-to-face interviews (DHS, 2013). Although such interviews can be economically
e¢ cient and optimal in terms of validity in certain populations (eg, low literacy), they also have
been shown to sometimes introduce bias to the measurement of behaviors perceived as socially
undesirable (Turner et al, 1998, Rogers et al, 2005, Tideman et al, 2007). Suppose that one aims
to characterize using such data, the association between a (male) participant’s frequency of sexual
encounter with a (female) sex worker, and various of the male’s demographic and other behavioral outcomes. Due to the sensitive nature of such a query, it is not surprising that a number of
participants had a missing value for frequency of sexual encounter with a sex worker. Bias due
to item nonresponse in this setting may occur if the average response of males who completed
the survey item di¤er systematically from the average response of those who did not complete the
item, i.e. nonresponse is nonignorable. Therefore, a valid analysis of such data must account for
the potential selection bias due to nonresponse.
3
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Existing strategies which have previously been used to account for some degree of selection bias
due to missing data, such as inverse probability weighting (Robins and Rotnitzky and Zhao,1995,
van der Laan and Robins, 2003, Tsiatis, 2007), or outcome multiple imputation (Rubin, 1987, Little
and Rubin, 2002), typically rely on an assumption that missingness can e¤ectively be rendered
independent of the outcome, upon conditioning on a su¢ ciently rich set of observed covariates.
This is the assumption that is most often made in practice, which formally entails an assumption
that the response is missing at random. This assumption is strictly untestable without imposing
an additional assumption and may be questionable in applications such as the DHS example,
primarily because systematic di¤erences between respondents and nonrespondents to a query such
as frequency of sexual contact with a sex worker will likely prevail despite any covariate adjustment.
Therefore, the outcome is likely to be missing not at random.
Analytic strategies that have sometimes been used for outcome missing not at random, include
methods that rely for identi…cation on parametric assumptions (Diggle and Kenward, 2004, Wu
and Carroll, 1988, Roy, 2003, Rotnitzky and Robins, 1997) and therefore may be sensitive to
small deviations from the assumed model. Sensitivity analysis techniques have also been proposed
(Robins et al, 1999), and in some simple cases, worst case scenarios of such analyses produce
bounds for certain population parameters of interest.
In this paper, the authors follow an alternative strategy, and develop an IV approach for
regression analysis when the outcome is missing not at random. A valid IV in this context must
satisfy two conditions, which we formally de…ne in the next section and summarize below,
(i) …rst, the IV must not be directly related to the outcome in the underlying population,
conditional on covariates in the regression model,
(ii) second, the IV must be independently associated with the missingness mechanism conditional on the covariates in the regression model.
4
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Therefore, a valid IV must predict a person’s propensity to have an observed outcome, without
directly in‡uencing the outcome itself.
Similar to IV for causal e¤ects, (i) and (ii) essentially amount to a form of exclusion restriction
such that the IV and the outcome in view are correlated in the observed sample only to the extent
that the missingness mechanism is potentially in‡uenced by both. A valid IV for the missingness
mechanism may not always be easy to …nd, however, as we show below, if a valid IV is successfully
observed, i.e. a variable that satis…es (i) and (ii), such an IV may potentially be used to account
for nonignorable missingness of the outcome in regression analysis.
Returning to the DHS study of sexual behavior in India, suppose that the interviewer’s gender
were recorded with each interview. Then, one might expect a female interviewer to experience a
potentially di¤erent nonresponse rate than her male counterpart for queries related to male sexual
behavior. If this were indeed the case, the interviewer’s recorded gender would clearly satisfy
condition (ii). Furthermore, as the interviewer’s gender is unlikely to have directly in‡uenced the
participant’s sexual behavior, condition (i) would also be satis…ed. In this case, the interviewer’s
recorded gender constitutes a valid IV for nonresponse to queries about sexual behavior in the DHS
India sample. Note that, other interviewer characteristics may likewise serve as a valid nonresponse
IV, say for example interviewer’s age, provided they satisfy conditions (i) and (ii).
The idea that data on auxiliary variables known to satisfy certain exclusion restrictions can
potentially be used to adjust for nonrandom selection is not entirely new and is a familiar concept,
particularly in the social sciences (Heckman, 1979, Dubin and Rivers, 1990, Winship and Mare,
1992). The notion that in a survey study, an interviewer’s characteristics, or other operational
features of the study could serve as an IV (as long as they satisfy conditions (i) and (ii)) for
nonresponse to sensitive queries was recently used in a groundbreaking analysis by Bärnighausen
et al (2011), to correct HIV prevalence estimates for survey nonparticipation. They demonstrate
5
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quite convincingly that the interviewer’s identity in survey studies, generally satis…es exclusion
restrictions (i) and (ii) and therefore can be used when available in the observed sample, to account for selectivity in nonresponse. However, as in most IV settings, assumptions (i) and (ii)
only, do not generally su¢ ce for identi…cation and an additional assumption is needed. The standard analytic framework in the social sciences was proposed by Heckman (1976, 1979), whereby
identi…cation is obtained under assumptions (i) and (ii), and additional parametric assumptions.
Bärnighausen et al (2011) used a Heckman-type selection model that becomes identi…ed under (i)
and (ii), and parametric speci…cations that involve both linearity of the e¤ects of covariates, and
bivariate Gaussian latent error terms. However, it is well known that Heckman’s selection model
can be sensitive to these parametric assumptions (Arabmazar & Schmidt 1981, Winship and Mare,
1992, Puhani, 2000), although recent work has made signi…cant strides towards relaxing (albeit
partially) the parametric assumptions made by Heckman’s original model (Manski, 1985, Stolzenberg and Relies, 1990, Powell, 1987, Newey et al, 1990, Cosslett,1991, Das et al 2003, Newey,
2009). Nonetheless, a general analytic framework for the IV model for missing data remains of
keen interest in several disciplines, including economics, sociology and epidemiology.
In this paper, a straightforward identi…cation strategy is proposed, which entails restricting
the nature of selection bias due to nonresponse, but allows the observed data distribution to a
priori remain unrestricted. To …x ideas, consider a regression with identity link function. Bias due
to selective nonresponse can then be encoded as the di¤erence in the average outcome comparing
the subset of individuals with complete data to individuals with missing outcome as a function of
covariates and the IV. Our identifying assumption for the additive scale states that,
(iii) for a …xed covariate value, the magnitude of selection bias does not vary on the additive
scale, with changes in value of the IV.
Assumption (iii) states that selection bias on average, remains constant on the additive scale
6
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across values of the IV. Thus, in the DHS example, assumption (iii) requires for a …xed covariate
value, that di¤erences in the average outcome for respondents versus nonrespondents, is unrelated
to interviewer’s gender, and therefore that the magnitude of selection bias due to nonresponse
for …xed covariates is additively constant, for interviewers of di¤erent gender. Note that the
assumption does not rule out di¤erences in the average outcome for the subgroup of nonrespondents
interviewed by a male versus those interviewed by a female, in fact the assumption is perfectly
compatible with this average outcome for nonrespondents varying with covariates and the IV.
Under assumptions (i)-(iii), the authors establish that the regression function in view is nonparametrically identi…ed. This means that the regression curve is identi…ed under these assumptions regardless of its underlying functional form, whether parametric, semiparametric or nonparametric. We emphasize this fact, as an attractive feature of the proposed framework, because it
essentially guarantees that one will in general be able to assess the goodness-of-…t of a model for the
population regression curve, even if the outcome is missing not at random, provided assumptions
(i)-(iii) hold. The identifying assumptions (i)-(iii) are formalized below.
Next, we give our main identi…cation result for regression analysis with identity link. Focusing
on parametric models, mainly to simplify the exposition, we then propose a strategy for estimation
and inference based on a complete-case regression analysis, in which the regression model of interest
is modi…ed by introducing a special covariate, carefully constructed in terms of the IV to account
for selection bias due to nonresponse. We compare the proposed approach to a nonparametric
formulation of Heckman’s selection model due to Das et al (2003), which allows us to key in
on core di¤erences in the underlying identifying assumptions made by each approach. Next, the
proposed approach is shown to extend to regression analysis with log and logit link functions. For
illustration, the methods are used to account for bias due to HIV testing refusal in the evaluation
of HIV prevalence rates in the Zambian Demographic and Health Surveys. Finally, we present a
7
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sensitivity analysis that may be used in practice, to assess the extent to which a violation of the
key identifying assumption (iii) might impact inference.

1

Notation, Assumptions and Preliminary Result

Suppose we have observed n independent and identically distributed observations (X; RY; R) with
X fully observed, R the indicator of whether the person’s outcome Y is observed. Suppose that,
one aims to estimate the population regression function

(X) = g fE(Y jX = x)g encoding the

relation between X and the corresponding mean of Y , with g the identity, log or logit link: Until
otherwise stated, we will focus on the identity link typically used for a continuous outcome: Let
e (X; Y ) =Pr(R = 1jX; Y ) de…ne the probability that Y is observed given (X; Y ) : Under missing

at random, it is customary to assume that e (X; Y ) does not further depend on Y , so it can be
dropped as an argument of e; in which case,
additional assumption.

(X) is nonparametrically identi…ed without an

Here we do not make such an assumption, and we allow e (X; Y ) to

depend on Y , such that the missingness process is nonignorable, and therefore, the regression
function

(X) is not identi…ed from the observed data without an additional assumption.

The following result characterizes the bias due to nonignorable missingness, in terms of the
following selection bias function e (X) = E(Y jR = 1; X)

E(Y jR = 0; X) which encodes on the

mean di¤erence scale, the extent to which the outcome mean di¤ers in the subsample with observed
outcome from that of the subsample with unobserved outcome. Thus, e (X) = 0 encodes the null
hypothesis of no selection bias given X: Then,

8
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E(Y jX) = E(Y jX; R = 1) Pr(R = 1jX) + E(Y jX; R = 0) Pr(R = 0jX)
= E(Y jX; R = 1)

E f(Y jX; R = 1)

= E(Y jX; R = 1)

e (X) Pr(R = 0jX)

E(Y jX; R = 0)g Pr(R = 0jX)

Thus, the bias between E(Y jX) and the complete case regression E(Y jX; R = 1) is

E(Y jX; R = 1)

E(Y jX) = e (X) Pr(R = 0jX)

(1)

which vanishes if either e (X) = 0 or equivalently if e (X; Y ) = e (X), i.e. if data is missing at
random, or if Pr(R = 1jX) = 1 and therefore there is no missing data.

In the presence of nonignorable nonresponse, neither of the above conditions will hold. Nonetheless, we can make progress, if in addition to X, we also observe a valid instrumental variable Z
known to satisfy assumptions (IV.1)-(IV.3) given below. Let

(X; Z) = Pr (R = 1jX; Z) denote

the propensity score for the missingness mechanism given X and Z: Our assumptions entail,

(IV.1) Exclusion restriction: E(Y jX; Z) = E(Y jX) almost surely;
(IV.2) Non-null relation between Z and R:

(X; z)

(X; z 0 ) 6= 0 , almost surely, for z 6= z 0 :

(IV.3) Homogeneous additive selection bias: E(Y jR = 1; X; Z)

E(Y jR = 0; X; Z) =

(X)

almost surely.

The exclusion restriction (IV.1) states that the IV and the outcome are conditionally independent on the mean scale, given X in the underlying population: This assumption is similar to the
assumption of no direct e¤ect of the IV on the outcome, typically made in the IV context of causal
9
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e¤ects. The second assumption (IV.2) requires that Z is independently associated with R: Note
that in spite of (IV.2), assumption (IV.1) implies that Z cannot reduce the dependence between
R and Y: Consequently, Pr(R = 1jY; X; Z) remains a function of y even after conditioning on Z
and X: The last assumption implies that the magnitude of selection bias measured on the additive
scale does not depend on Z: Thus, for all practical purposes, it is as if the IV were randomized
with respect to the degree of selection bias within levels of X: To motivate assumption (IV.3), the
following result describes a relatively large class of possible data generating mechanisms for which
(IV.3) is shown to hold. To state the result, let

=Y

E(Y jR = 0; X; Z) with corresponding

conditional moment generating function t 7 ! M (t; X; Z) = E (et jX; Z; R = 0) :
Result 1: Suppose that R follows the logistic regression model

logit Pr(R = 1jY; X; Z) =

where

y

and

zx

Y

(X) y +

zx

(Z; X)

are unrestricted, and therefore the model is solely restricted in that the association

between R and Y on the log odds ratio scale is linear in Y and does not depend on Z; i.e. there is
no interaction between Z and Y in the linear log odds ratio association of Y with R within levels
of X: Further assuming that
M (t; X; Z) = M (t; X)

does not depend on Z; implies that assumption (IV.3) holds, with

(X) = E(Y jR = 1; X; Z)

E(Y jR = 0; X; Z) =

10
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Proof: Following Tchetgen Tchetgen, Robins and Rotnitzky (2010) one can show that

E(Y jR = 1; X; Z) =
=

E(Y exp ( y (X) Y ) jR = 0; X; Z)
E(exp ( y (X) Y ) jR = 0; X; Z)

@E(exp (tY ) jR = 0; X; Z)=@tjt= y (X)
E(exp ( y (X) Y ) jR = 0; X; Z)

= @ log E(exp (tY ) jR = 0; X; Z)=@tjt=

y (X)

= @ log E et jX; Z; R = 0 exp (tE(Y jR = 0; X; Z)) =@tjt=
= E(Y jR = 0; X; Z) +

@ log M (t; X)
@t

t=

y (X)

y (X)

proving the result.
For any

y

6= 0, the model described in Result 1 allows the outcome to be missing not at

random, although the dependence on Y of the selection model for Pr (R = 1jX; Z; Y ) is assumed
to be linear on the log odds ratio scale, and independent of Z within levels of X: The missingness
process is otherwise quite general, since

y

and

zx

are not restricted to follow a particular para-

metric functional form. Crucially, the above model cannot be refuted empirically, without a priori
restricting

zx

(Robins et al, 1999): Note also that the distributional assumption for the outcome

is quite weak, and essentially amounts to an assumption of homoscedastic error with respect to the
IV in the subsample missing the outcome. This assumption is thus also not empirically refutable
without additional assumptions. It is also worth noting that the class of models described in Result
1 is contained but does not span the model de…ned by assumptions (IV.1)-(IV.3), thus indicating
that our assumptions may be satis…ed for a broad range of settings in which the methods derived
below would be useful. A simple and familiar choice for the density of
conditions of Result 1 is jX; Z; R = 0

N (0;

2

(X)); which gives

that readily satis…es the
(X) =

2

(X)

y

(X) : We

should also note that the condition for the result can be relaxed somewhat, in that both

11
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M can depend on Z; provided that @ log M (t; X; Z)=@tjt=

y (X;Z)

does not, in which case, the

result continues to hold, although such a data generating mechanism may not be easily construed.

2

Inference with identity link function

We are now ready to state our …rst identi…cation result.
Result 2: Under assumptions (IV.1)-(IV.3), the regression function

(X) is nonparametrically

identi…ed from the observed data (X; RY; R; Z) ; and the complete-case regression curve m(X; Z) =
E (Y jZ; X; R = 1) can be expressed explicitely as a function of

m(X; Z) = (X) f1

Result 2 states that the regression curve

(X) ; (X) and

(X; Z) :

(2)

(X; Z)g + (X)

(X) is identi…ed in the presence of nonignorable non-

response of the outcome, provided that Z satis…es conditions (IV.1)-(IV.3) of a valid IV. The
identi…cation result is nonparametric in the sense that assumptions (IV.1)-(IV.3) do not impose
any restriction on the functional form of

(X) ; (X) and

(X; Z) : This in turn implies that no

restriction is placed on m(X; Z); and thus that the model is just-identi…ed without restricting the
observed data likelihood.
Result 2 also gives an explicit parametrization of the complete-case regression function m(X; Z)
in terms of the selection bias function, the missingness propensity score and the underlying regression curve of interest. It is natural to use this parametrization to make inferences about
…x ideas, suppose that we aim to estimate the linear model,

(X; ) = (1; X0 )

(X) : To

and we likewise

posit the following models for the selection bias function, (X; ) = (1; X) ; and for the propensity score, logit

(X; Z; ) = (1; X0 ; Z) : Assuming that the residual " ( ) = Y
12
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2

normally distributed with variance
=( ; ; ;

2

; where m(X; Z; ) =

(X; ) (1

(X; Z; )) +

(X; )

) : The maximum likelihood estimator b = b; b; b; b2 solves

arg max

X

(3)

L(Oi ; )

i

2

with L(Oi ; ) = Ri log f1 "i ( ) jXi ; Zi ;

2

f1 the normal density with mean zero and variance

+ log f2 (Ri jZi ; Xi ; ) ;

; and f2 the Bernoulli density with mean

(X; Z; ) :
The variance-covariance matrix of b is given by the inverse observed information matrix:
(

X @ 2 L(Oi ; )
@ @ 0
i

)

1

:

b

Furthermore inference based on the Wald, score or likelihood ratio statistics may be obtained
under standard maximum likelihood theory.
It is straightforward to verify that the above approach is not sensitive to a violation of the
normality assumption, and that the score equation under the normal model remains unbiased
even if the assumption does not hold, provided the mean model, the selection bias model and
the propensity score model are all correct. However, when normality does not hold, the variancecovariance matrix of b can no longer be estimated using the expression in the previous display, but
instead may be estimated using the standard sandwich formula:
(

X @ 2 L(Oi ; )
@ @ 0
i

)

b

1

(

X @L(Oi ; )
@
i

13

2
b

)(
)
X @ 2 L(Oi ; )
@ @ 0
b
i

1

;
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where A

2

= AA0 for any matrix A:

An alternative, potentially less e¢ cient estimation strategy follows a two stage approach,
whereby in a …rst stage one computes b2 by maximizing the log partial likelihood function
P

i

log f2 (Ri jZi ; Xi ; ) ; followed by a second stage, in which one uses

(X; Z; b) to estimate

m(X; Z; ) via complete case ordinary least square regression of Y on (1; X0 ; (1; X) (1

(X; Z; b))) :

For inference under the two stage approach, we recommend the nonparametric bootstrap.

A potential advantage of the two-stage approach is that it may more easily be performed
using standard statistical software for regression analysis, provided that the corresponding software
accommodates a user speci…ed o¤set in the regression model.

3

Comparison to a Nonparametric Heckman Selection Model

Heckman’s selection model is perhaps the most common strategy used in economics and other
social sciences to address selection bias in regression analysis (Heckman, 1979). We adopt a
nonparametric formulation of the model due to Das et al (2003) to ease a comparison to the
proposed approach. This formulation assumes that the selection or missingness mechanism is
generated under the latent variable threshold model:

(D.IV.1) R = 1 fU < (X; Z)g where U is a latent random variable:
(D.IV.2) The model further supposes that, Y =

(X)+" where " is a separable residual error with

the joint density of ("; U ) assumed to be independent of (X; Z) but otherwise unrestricted.

14
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Then, assuming that the CDF of U; Gu ( ) is one-to-one, for V = Gu (U ) ; Das et al (2003)
establish that

E ("jX; Z; R = 1) = E ("jX; Z; U < (X; Z))
= E ("jX; Z; V < Gu ( (X; Z)))
=

where

( (X; Z))

(X; Z) = Pr(R = 1jX; Z) = Pr (U < (X; Z) jX; Z) = Gu ( (X; Z)) :

Assuming that ("; U ) are joint Gaussian with V ar (U ) = 1, gives
where

"U

= Cov ("; U ) ;

1

( )=

"U

(

1

( ) is the inverse function of the standard normal CDF and

( )) =
( ) is

the standard normal density. Assumptions (D.IV.1), (D.IV.2), the Gaussian assumption together
with a linear speci…cation for

(X; Z) and

(X) yield Heckman’s (1979) standard correction for

selection, which is completely identi…ed from the observed data. However, in the larger nonparametric model de…ned by assumptions (D.IV.1) and (D.IV.2), so that
unrestricted, Das et al (2003) established that

(X; Z) and

(X) remain

(X) becomes nonparametrically identi…ed up to

an additive constant, provided assumption (D.IV.3) below also holds.

(D.IV.3)

(X),

( ) ; and

(X; Z) are continuously di¤erentiable with continuous distribution

functions almost everywhere and with probability one,

@ ( (X; Z)) =@Z 6= 0:

Similar to (IV.2) assumption (D.IV.3) states that Z must be independently predictive of R;
although the latter is restricted to a continuous IV. Note that for the complete-case sample, under

15
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the nonparametric model given by assumptions (D.IV.1)-(D.IV.2), one can write

E (Y jR = 1; X; Z) =
=

(X) + ( (X; Z))
(X) +

(X; Z) f1

(X; Z)g

which using equation (2) ; implies that the model restricts selection bias to be of the following
form:
(X; Z) =

( (X; Z))
1
(X; Z)

Thus, we have learned that the nonparametric version of Heckman’s selection model allows
dependence of the selection bias function on both X and Z; but restricts such dependence to operate
only through an unrestricted function of the propensity score. In contrast, in this paper, we have
allowed under Assumption (IV.3), the selection bias function to be an unrestricted function of X;
however restricting it to not further depend on Z: Assumptions (IV.1)-(IV.3) give nonparametric
identi…cation of the function

(X) ; while assumptions (D.IV.1)-(D.IV.3) can only identify

C for an unknown constant C: This means that the intercept of the function

(X)+

(X) is not identi…ed

under the latter conditions, while it is under the former. The intercept may itself be of interest,
in settings such as in the previous DHS example where the outcome level for each value of X is of
primary scienti…c interest. The intercept will also be key to recover a valid estimate of the average
outcome E(Y ) = E [ (X)] : Interestingly, Newey (2009) also notes that, together with (D.IV.1)(D.IV.3), further restricting

(X) to be a linear function of X, and assuming that

single index model still does not su¢ ce to identify the intercept of

(X; Z) is a

(X) and thus to identify E(Y ):

This further clari…es that identi…cation of the intercept in the original Heckman model is principally
derived from the joint Gaussian assumption of ("; U ) ; a parametric assumption which together with

16
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linearity assumptions, imposes strong restrictions on the observed data distribution, and thus, it
should be of no surprise that, as reported in the literature, inferences about the intercept in this
framework can be quite sensitive to the underlying identifying assumptions (Arabmazar & Schmidt
1981, Winship and Mare, 1992, Puhani, 2000).

4

Inference with the log link

In this section, we consider regression analysis with the log link function, and de…ne the model
of interest as

(X) = log E(Y jX): We may proceed as with the identity link and …rst derive the

multiplicative selection bias for the observed complete-case regression E(Y jX; R = 1);

(
)
X E(Y jX; R = r)
E(Y jX; R = 1)
E(Y jX; R = 1)
=
=
Pr(R = rjX)
E(Y jX)
E(Y jX; R = 0)
E(Y
jX;
R
=
0)
r=1
= e (X) f (X) Pr(R = 1jX) + Pr(R = 0jX)g

1

1

where e (X) = E(Y jX; R = 1)=E(Y jX; R = 0) encodes the degree of association between Y and R

given X on the mean ratio scale, and quanti…es the amount of selection bias: Naturally, as before,
E(Y jX; R = 1) = E(Y jX) if and only if e (X) = 1 or Pr(R = 1jX) = 1; that is if and only if there

is no selection bias or no missing data. We say that Z is a valid IV for a log regression analysis

with nonignorable missing outcome, if Z satis…es assumptions (IV.1) and (IV.2) and the following
additional assumption,
(IV.3’) Homogeneous multiplicative selection bias : E(Y jR = 1; X; Z)=E(Y jR = 0; X; Z) =
(X) does not depend on Z:
17
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Similar to assumption (IV.3), the new assumption (IV.3’) states that the IV essentially behaves
as if it were randomized relative to selection bias on the multiplicative scale conditional on X.
Note that both our current and previous de…nition of a valid IV are scale speci…c. Thus, a valid
IV on the additive scale that satis…es assumption (IV.3) cannot in general simultaneously satisfy
assumption (IV.3’) and therefore cannot in general be a valid IV on the multiplicative scale, and
vice-versa. Our identi…cation result for the multiplicative scale is given next.
Result 3: Under assumptions (IV.1)-(IV.3’), the regression function

(X) is nonparametrically

identi…ed from the observed data (X; RY; R; Z) ; and the complete-case regression curve m(X; Z) =
E (Y jZ; X; R = 1) can be expressed as a function of

log m(X; Z) = log (X)
where

(X) ; (X) and

(X; Z) as followed:

(4)

(X; Z) + (X)

(X; Z) = log f (X) (X; Z) + 1

(X; Z)g

(5)

Result 3 states that the regression curve E (Y jX) = exp f (X)g is identi…ed from data
(RY; Z; X; R) provided that Z is an IV satisfying assumptions (IV.1)-(IV.3’). Equation (4) gives
an explicit representation of the complete-case regression E (Y jZ; X; R = 1) as a function of the
regression of interest

(X), the selection bias function

(X) and the propensity score

(X; Z) :

Crucially, we note that (X; Z) in equation (4) is not a free parameter, but corresponds to a carefully crafted o¤set fully determined by the selection bias function and the missingness mechanism
as displayed in equation (5) :
Equation (4) suggests a simple strategy for estimating

(X) in practice. To illustrate, suppose

that Y is a count, and interest lies in the familiar log-linear model

(X; ) = (1; X0 ) : Further

suppose that one speci…es a similar log-linear model to encode selection bias log (X; ) = (1; X0 ) :
Then, assuming that Y follows a Poisson distribution with mean computed using formula (4) under
18
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the above model,

(X; Z; ; ) + (1; X0 ) )

m(X; Z; ; ; ) = exp((1; X0 )
where

(X; Z; ; ) = log fexp [(1; X0 ) ] (X; Z; ) + 1

The maximum likelihood estimator of

(X; Z; )g

= ( ; ; ) maximizes equation (3) upon replacing f1 with

the Poisson density with mean given in the previous display. Maximum likelihood inference then
proceeds as previously described. A two-stage estimation strategy similar to the one proposed for
the identity link can likewise be used for the log link and is easily inferred from the presentation.

5

Inference with the logit link

In this section, we consider regression analysis for a binary outcome using a logit link function,
and we de…ne the model of interest as followed,

(X) = logit Pr(Y = 1jX)
= logODDS (X) = log

(6)
Pr(Y = 1jX)
Pr(Y = 0jX)

Likewise, let
ODDS (X; R = 1) =

Pr(Y = 1jX; R = 1)
:
Pr(Y = 0jX; R = 1)

We begin by deriving the odds ratio selection bias on the odds ratio scale, for the complete-case
odds ODDS (X; R = 1); obtained from data (RY; X; R);
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(
)
X ODDS (X; R = r)
ODDS (X; R = 1)
ODDS (X; R = 1)
=
=
Pr(R = rjX; Y = 0)
ODDS (X)
ODDS (X; R = 0)
ODDS (X; R = 0)
r=1
=!
e (X) fe
! (X) Pr(R = 1jX; Y = 0) + Pr(R = 0jX; Y = 0)g

1

where !
e (X) = ODDS (X; R = 1)=ODDS (X; R = 0) and, where we have used the following key
collapsibility property of the odds function (See Tchetgen Tchetgen, 2013),

ODDS (X) = E fODDS (X; R)jX; Y = 0g ;

the function !
e (X) encodes the degree of association between Y and R given X on the odds ratio
scale, and quanti…es selection bias: Naturally, Pr(Y = 1jX; R = 1) = Pr(Y = 1jX) if and only if

!
e (X) or Pr(R = 1jX; Y = 0) = 1; that is if and only if there is no selection bias or no missing

data.

We say that Z is a valid IV for a logistic regression analysis with nonignorable missing

outcome, if Z satis…es assumption (IV.1) and (IV.2) and the following additional assumption,
(IV.3y ) Homogeneous odds ratio selection bias:

log ODDS (X; R = 1; Z)=ODDS (X; R = 0; Z) = ! (X)

does not depend on Z:
Similar to assumption (IV.3), the new assumption (IV.3y ) states that the IV essentially behaves
as if it were randomized relative to selection bias on the odds ratio scale conditional on X. Our
identi…cation result for the odds ratio scale is given next.
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Result 4: Under assumptions (IV.1)-(IV.3 y ), the regression function

(X) is nonparametrically

identi…ed from the observed data (X; RY; R; Z) ; and the observed regression curve

logitn (X; Z) = logit Pr(Y = 1jX; R = 1; Z)

can be expressed as an function of

(X) ; (X) and

logitn(X; Z) = logitt(X) + ! (X)
where logitt(X) =

(X; Z) as followed:

! (X; Z)

(X)

! (X; Z) = log fexp (! (X)) (X; Z) + 1

and

(X; Z)g

(X; Z) = Pr(R = 1jX; Z; Y = 0) satis…es

(X; Z) = f1

t(X)g (X; Z) + t(X) [1 + (1

(X; Z)) exp f ! (X)g = (X; Z)]

1

(7)

Result 4 states that the regression curve t(X) = Pr (Y = 1jX) =expitf (X)g is identi…ed from
data (RY; Z; X; R) provided that Z is an IV satisfying assumptions (IV.1)-(IV.3y ). The result gives
an explicit representation on the logit scale, of the observed regression Pr (Y = 1jZ; X; R = 1) as
a function of the regression of interest
that although

(X), the selection bias function ! (X) and

(X; Z) : Note

(X; Z) = Pr(R = 1jX; Z; Y = 0) is not directly observed, it is readily obtained

under our identifying assumptions by the law of total probability (7) :
For inference, one may use a maximum likelihood approach, which entails maximizing the
log-likelihood
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X
i

Ri flog Pr (Yi = 1jRi = 1; Xi ; Zi ) + log (Xi ; Zi )g + (1

Ri ) log(1

(Xi ; Zi ))

(8)

using the parametrization of Result 4. For instance, suppose that one aims to estimate the logistic
regression model

logitt(X) =

(X; ) = (1; X0 )

(9)

Further suppose that one speci…es a similar linear log odds ratio model to encode selection bias

! (X; ) = (1; X0 ) ;

(10)

and assuming that
logit (X; Z; ) = (1; X0 )

(11)

produces the following complete-case model,

logit Pr (Y = 1jR = 1; X; Z; ; ; ) = (1; X0 ) + (1; X0 )
log ( (X; Z; ) exp f(1; X0 ) g + 1
(X; Z; ; ; ) = f1

(X; Z; ))

t(X; )g (X; Z; )

+ t(X; ) [1 + (1

(X; Z; )) exp f (1; X0 ) g = (X; Z; )]

1

:

The maximum likelihood estimator of ( ; ; ) maximizes the loglikelihood (8) under the working
model in the above display. Inference then proceeds using standard maximum likelihood theory.
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6

Empirical Illustration

To illustrate the proposed instrumental variable methods, we obtained data from the 2007 Zambia Demographic and Health Survey to estimate HIV prevalence among adult men adjusting for
non-ignorable, selective non-participation in the survey’s HIV testing component. Further details
regarding the sampling and data collection procedures of the Zambia DHS are available elsewhere
(CSO, 2009). Brie‡y, this cross-sectional, population-based survey, carried out over a 6-month
period from April to October 2007, employed a complex sampling scheme to assess the general
health status and family welfare among households in Zambia. At the initial household visit, a representative from the household completed a short household interview which collected information
on access to drinking water, toilet and cooking facilities, and household assets. The representative
was also asked to list and provide basic demographic information on all usual household members
and any visitors who stayed in the household the previous night. Of those listed, men aged 15-59
years and women aged 15-49 years were eligible for participation in an individual interview and
HIV testing. In total, 7,146 eligible men were identi…ed from 7,164 household interviews; 7,116
(>99%) men had complete information from the household interview. Of those with complete information, 5,145 (72%) provided a specimen for HIV testing. We note that the 1,971 (28%) eligible
men without an HIV test result comprise both individuals who either could not be contacted or
were contacted and refused to participate in all components of the survey including HIV testing
(N=654) and those who were contacted and agreed to participate in the individual interview, but
refused to be tested for HIV (N=1,317).
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6.1

Instrumental variables

To select the candidate instruments, we adapted the approach used in the previously described
analysis by Bärnighausen and colleagues (2011), who employed a Heckman-type selection model
to correct HIV prevalence estimates for testing non-participation in the 2007 Zambia DHS survey.
Speci…cally, we used household interviewer identity and an indicator variable for whether or not
a household was visited on the …rst day of data collection within a cluster. As described earlier,
interviewer characteristics such as gender, personality, and interpersonal skills may lead to di¤erent
response rates. Similarly, the chances of encountering and enrolling eligible individuals are higher
for those households reached early in data collection because there are more opportunities for
repeat visits by data collectors. Given that both the speci…c interviewer deployed to a household
and the timing of that visit are determined at random (or by a known algorithm), these factors
are unlikely to directly in‡uence an individual’s HIV status. In the 2007 Zambia DHS survey,
54 distinct interviewers conducted 50 or more household interviews with men and 1,831 (36% of
5,130) households were reached on the …rst day of data collection within a cluster. Both of these
factors were highly associated with HIV testing non-participation (P<0.001).

6.2

Propensity Score and Selection Bias Models

For estimation, we used the logistic regression (9) to model the population prevalence of HIV (Y ),
conditional on observed covariates X containing age, education, wealth quintile, and location type
of household. Table 1 summarizes the model and indicates most factors are strongly predictive of
HIV seropositivity in this population. We likewise used the logistic regression (11) to model the
probability of participation in the survey HIV testing component (R) as a function of covariates
X and the IVs Z consisting of household interviewer identity and visit on the …rst day of data
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collection within a cluster. Table 2 provides a complete description of this model, and summarizes evidence of strong correlation between interviewer identity and participation rate, i.e. that
assumption (I.V.2) holds in this sample. Finally, we modeled the selection bias function using
equation (10) :Table 3 provides a complete description of this last model and suggests signi…cant
selection bias in the odds ratio association between education and household location type, and
HIV prevalence, further justifying the need to adjust point estimates of HIV prevalence.
We computed the estimate pb of the marginal HIV prevalence p = Pr(Y = 1) for Zambia as a

c
weighted average, of individual …tted values Pr(Y
= 1jXi ) = b
t (Xi ), with survey weights Wi , i.e.
pb =

P

i

Wib
t (X) =

P

i

Wi :

All statistical analyses were conducted using PROC NLMIXED and PROC IML within

SAS software version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). We used standard Taylor-series expansion
arguments to derive the following large-sample variance estimator for the resulting point estimate pb
of HIV prevalence, which simultaneously acknowledges the uncertainty due to …rst stage estimation
d p)= b + b b b0 , where
of t(X), and the presence of sampling weights, Var(b
b=n

b=n

2

X
i

1

X
j

Wi b
t (Xi )

pb

2

Wj 1; X0j b
t (Xj ) 1

b
t (Xj )

d b was obtained from the inverse information matrix of the mle of ( ; ; ) for the
and b = Var
loglikelihood derived in the previous section. Note that the survey weights were only used in the
second stage, because conditioning on the covariates X; gave virtually the same results for the …rst
stage whether the weights were included or not (see next paragraph). Finally, we used the above
estimated standard errors to construct Wald-type 95% con…dence intervals (CIs) for p.
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6.3

Results

We observed an unadjusted (crude) estimate of HIV seropositive prevalence of 12.2% (95% CI:
11.2% to 13.1%), which was signi…cantly lower than the IV-adjusted HIV prevalence estimate
of 21.1% (95% CI: 16.2% to 25.9%) obtained using the proposed IV approach. As noted in
the previous paragraph, applying the survey weights at both stages gave similar results with an
estimated HIV prevalence of 19.5% (95%CI: 15.9% to 23.1%). It is also noteworthy that, the IVadjusted point estimate obtained using our methods essentially agreed with the corrected-estimate
of Bärnighausen et al (2011), obtained via a Heckman-type selection model for a binary outcome,
and reported to be 21% (95% CI: 20% to 22%). This suggests that, at least in this speci…c empirical
example, the IV results appear to be fairly robust to the assumptions underlying either adjustment
strategy, and that the adjustment for selection bias with an IV appears to matter more than the
speci…c IV analytic strategy used. However, one may note that the 95%CI of Bärnighausen et al
(2011) is considerably narrower than the one obtained with our approach. The observed di¤erence
between these CIs may be primarily due to the fact that, while our 95%CI accurately re‡ects all
sources of uncertainty including from the …rst stage estimation of t (X) ; the 95%CI of Barnighausen
et al (2011) apparently did not appropriately account for the uncertainty due to the analogous
preliminary estimation of Pr(Y = 1jX) obtained with Heckman’s model, and therefore the reported
95%CI is likely to have understated the actual uncertainty around Heckman’s estimator.

7

Detecting the presence of selection bias

Interestingly, if Z is known to satisfy assumptions (IV.1) and (IV.2) but neither assumption (IV.3),
(IV.3’) nor (IV.3y ), such a variable cannot generally be used to correct for selection bias in the
presence of nonignorable nonresponse for the outcome on any of these three scales. However, as
26
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we argue next, such a variable may still be useful as a tool for detecting the presence of selection
bias. This is in fact the case since assumptions (IV.3) ((IV.3’) and (IV.3y )) are trivially satis…ed
under the null hypothesis of no selection bias, i.e. if H0 :

(X) = 0 (H0 = log (X) = 0 and

H0y = !(X) = 0) for all X respectively: Therefore a test statistic of H0 (H0 and H0y ) based on
either the Wald, score or likelihood ratio tests using the likelihood framework previously described,
constitutes under assumptions (IV.1) and (IV.2), a valid test statistic of the null hypothesis that
selection bias is absent on a given scale. Furthermore, such a test will generally be consistent
under the alternative hypothesis that selection bias due to missing data is present on a given scale,
regardless of whether assumption (IV.3) ((IV.3’) and (IV.3y ) holds.

8

Sensitivity to heterogeneous selection bias

Assumption (IV.3) and likewise assumptions (IV.3’) and (IV.3y ); are not empirically testable and
may only be approximately correct in a given application. For this reason, it is crucial in practice,
to supplement the proposed IV approach with a sensitivity analysis to assess the degree to which a
violation of the assumption might in‡uence inference. Focusing on the identity link, the sensitivity
analysis approach entails de…ning a new function

(X; Z) to replace

(X) ; which allows the

latter to depend explicitly on Z; thus e¤ectively allowing for a violation of assumption (IV.3):
Accordingly, let (X; Z) =

(X; Z)+ 0 (X) so that

(X; Z) =E(Y jR = 1; X; Z) E(Y jR = 0; X; Z) E(Y jR = 1; X; Z = 0)+E(Y jR = 0; X; Z = 0)
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encodes the degree to which selection bias varies with Z within levels of X; and

0 (X)

= E(Y jR = 1; X; Z = 0)

E(Y jR = 0; X; Z = 0)

encodes the magnitude of selection bias for a baseline value Z = 0 within levels of X: The function
(X; Z) is clearly not identi…ed without an additional assumption, therefore we propose to proceed
by obtaining inferences for …xed
model, with

0 (X)

(X; Z) upon substituting

(X; Z) for

(X) in the likelihood

estimated from the data under a parametric model. A sensitivity analysis is

then obtained by varying

producing inferences under various forms of violation of assumption

(IV.3).
A similar approach can be used to assess the degree of sensitivity of inference when using a
log or logit link, to a potential violation of assumptions (IV.3’) and (IV.3y ) respectively, which is
easily inferred from the exposition.

9

Final remarks

In this paper, we have considered the somewhat pernicious problem of selection bias in regression
analysis, due to an outcome, missing not at random. We have shown that this seemingly intractable
problem can be made more tractable with the aid of an instrumental variable for non-ignorable
missing data. Simple, yet novel identi…cation assumptions are obtained for this IV framework,
which yield a simple strategy for estimation, appropriately accounting for the presence of selection
bias. The approach was then illustrated in a data set from Zambia, to obtain an adjusted estimate
of HIV national prevalence, accounting for selection bias due to testing refusal. A sensitivity
analysis was also proposed to assess the extent to which a violation of a key identifying assumption
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could bias the results, and the methods were developed for the identity, log and logit link.
Several interesting extensions could be explored in the future, including analogous methods for
longitudinal data, as well as for dependent censoring of a survival outcome.

It may also be of

interest to extend the approach to a regression framework with covariate missing not at random.
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APPENDIX

Proof of Result 2: The proof relies on the following decomposition:

E (Y jZ; X; R)
= E (Y jZ; X; R)
1
X
r=0

E (Y jZ; X; R = 0)

fE (Y jZ; X; r)

E (Y jZ; X; R = 0)g Pr (R = rjX; Z)

+ E (Y jZ; X)

Thus, under assumptions (IV.1)-(IV.3), we obtain for R = 1

m(X; Z) = (X)

Next, since

(X) (X; Z) + (X)

(X; Z) is identi…ed from the partial likelihood of R given (X; Z), we may take it

as known. Then, we obtain the identi…cation result by noting that for all
(IV.2), m (X; Z) = m(X; Z) if and only if
(X)

(X) (X; Z) +

(X) = (X) and

(X) =

(X; Z) that satisfy

(X) ; where m (X; Z) =

(X) :

Proof of Result 3: Note that the regression function E (Y jZ; X; R) can be decomposed nonparametrically as followed:
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E (Y jZ; X; R = 1)
E (Y jZ; X; R = 1)
=
E (Y jZ; X; R = 0)

(

X E (Y jZ; X; R = r)
r

Pr(R = rjZ; X)

E (Y jZ; X; R = 0)

)

1

E (Y jZ; X)

Then under our assumptions, we have that

log E (Y jZ; X; R = 1) = log (X)

(X; Z) + (X)

Finally, we obtain the identi…cation result upon noting that Pr(R = 1jZ; X) is nonparametrically
identi…ed from the partial likeihood for the missingness mechanism, and thus log E (Y jZ; X; R = 1) =
log E (Y jZ; X; R = 1) if and only if

(X) = (X)
(X) =

(X)

where

log E (Y jZ; X; R = 1) = log

(X)

(X; Z) = log f[exp f

(X; Z) +

(X)

(X)g] (X; Z) + 1

Under assumptions (IV.1)-(IV.3’), the regression function

(X; Z)g

(X) is nonparametrically identi…ed

from the observed data (X; RY; R; Z) ; and the observed regression curve m(X; Z) = E (Y jZ; X; R = 1)
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can be expressed as an function of

(X) ; (X) and

log m(X; Z) = log (X)
where

(X; Z) as followed:

(X; Z) + (X)

(X; Z) = log f[exp f (X)g] (X; Z) + 1

(X; Z)g

Proof of Result 4: Note that the odds function

ODDS (Z; X; R = 1) = P (Y = 1jZ; X; R = 1) = Pr(Y = 0jZ; X; R = 1)

can be decomposed nonparametrically as followed:

ODDS (Z; X; R = 1)
ODDS (Z; X; R = 1)
=
ODDS (Z; X; R = 0)

(
)
X ODDS (Z; X; R = r)
Pr(R = rjZ; X; Y = 0)
ODDS (Z; X; R = 0)
r

1

ODDS (Z; X)

Then under our assumptions, we have that

log ODDS (Z; X; R = 1) = ! (X)
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Finally, we obtain the identi…cation result upon noting that

Pr(R = 1jZ; X)
= Pr(R = 1jZ; X; Y = 0) Pr(Y = 0jX; Z) + Pr(R = 1jZ; X; Y = 1) Pr(Y = 1jX; Z)
= Pr(R = 1jZ; X; Y = 0) Pr(Y = 0jX) + Pr(R = 1jZ; X; Y = 1) Pr(Y = 1jX)
= f1

t(X)g (X; Z) + t(X) (X; Z) exp f! (X)g = [ (X; Z) exp f! (X)g + f1

(X; Z)g]

which implies that Pr(R = 1jZ; X; Y = 0) is identi…ed from the observed data likelihood of R
given (X; Z).
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